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Abstract 
Hillman, J.A., On 4-manifolds homotopy equivalent to surface bundles over surfaces, Topology 
and its Applications 40 (1991) 275-286. 
We show that a closed 4-manifold is homotopy equivalent to the total space of a surface bundle 
over a surface if the obviously necessary conditions on the fundamental group and Euler charac- 
teristic hold. When the base is the 2-sphere we need also conditions on the characteristic classes 
of the manifold. (Our results are incomplete when the base is the projective plane.) In most cases 
we can show the manifold is s-cobordant to the total space of the bundle. 
Keywords: Euler characteristic, 4-manifold, fundamental group, Kaplansky’s Lemma, surface 
bundle, topological surgery, Whitehead group. 
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Introduction 
If B, E and F are connected finite complexes and p : E + B is a fibre bundle 
projection with fibre F, then x(E) =x( B)x( F) and there is an exact sequence 
7s2(B)+ m,(F)+ w,(E)+ v,(B)-, I in wiii& t’ne image of rr2(B) is in the centre of 
?r,( F). (These conditions hold if p is mere!y a Kurewicz fibration, and are clearly 
homotopy invariant.) In Section 1 of this paper we shall show that a closed 
4-manifold M is homotopy equivalent to one such 13 which fibres over a closed 
surface other than RP2 if these (obviously necessary) conditions hold. ( 
we need also conditions on the characteristic class 
B and F are both aspherical, when is aspherical a 
and F = RP2 and whe * is treated separat eorems 1, 3, 4 aEpd 
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respectively. (It remains an open problem to give similar criteria for the homotopy 
type of surface bundles over RP’.) In most cases we can show the Whitehead group 
is trivial, so the homotopy equivalence issimple. In Section 2 we shall use topological 
surgery to show that if M is simple homotopy equivalent o the total space E of a 
bundle over a closed aspherical surface, with fibre a closed aspherical surface, then 
M is s-cobordant o E (Theorem 7). 
I. otnotopy type 
If X is a finite complex let E(X) be the monoid of all self homotopy equivalences 
of X, with the compact-open topology, and if X has been given a base point let 
&(X) be the subspace (and submonoid) of base point preserving self homotopy 
equivalences. The evaluation map from E(X) to X is a Hurewicz fibration with 
fibrc E,(X) [9]. If B and X are finite complexes then Hurewicz fibrations with base 
B and fibre X are classified by homotopy classes of maps from B to the Milgram 
classifying space BE(X) of E(X) [I?]. 
If M is a closed n-manifold let lrfi denote its universal covering space. We may 
approximate M up to homotopy type by a finite cell complex, and the cellular 
decomposition lifts to an equivariant cellular decomposition of 6. The cellular 
chain complex Crc of fi is then a complex oF finit~l 1aL . .. . ,.y generated free left r-modules, 
where r=Z[n,(M)]. If we let C*= Homl( C.+, r) be the associated cochain 
complex of free right r-modules then there are Poincare duality isomorphisms from 
~&) to H’-j(C*), where the overbar on a right r-module denotes the left 
r-module with the same underlying abelian group and the w,-twisted conjugate 
nl( M)-action (i.e. go c = w,(g)cg-’ for all g in vl( M) and c in the module, where 
w1 : w,(M) + {*I) is the first Stiefel-Whitney class of M). There is also a Universal 
Coefficient spectral sequence E gq = eqH,( Cie)* W’+q( C*), where eqP = Ext%( P, r). 
(The rth differential of the spectral sequence has bidegree (1 - r, r)). 
At several points we shall need to know that if r = Z[m] is a group ring and P 
is a left f-module such that P@r” is isomorphic to Tb for some nonnegative 
integers Q and b (i.e. P is finitely generated and stably free) then b - a depends 
only on P and is 0 if and only if P = 0. As this result was first found by Kaplansky 
(although never published by him; see [ 14, p. 1223 for a related assertion) we shall 
refer to it as “Kaplansky’s Lemma”. (A complete proof of a generalisation is given 
in [20].) 
Theorem 1. Let M be a closed 4-manifold and B and F be closed aspherical surfaces. 
Then M is homotopy equivalent to the total space of an F-bundle over B if and only 
ifw=v,(M) isanextensionofn,(B) byw!(F) andX(M)=x(B)x(F).(Thebundle 
is then determined up to isomorphism by 7rl( M ).) Moreover if x( B) c 0 or if x( B) = 
x(F) = 0 any such homotopy equivaknse is si.mple. 
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Proof. The conditions are clearly necessary. Suppose that they hold. Then there is 
an epimorphism 8 from n = w,(M) to V,(B) with kernel isomorphic to el( F). Since 
B is aspherical there is a map ?r from K(z, 1) to B which induces 8. The homotopy 
fibre of h is clearly homotopy equivalent to F. As the inclusion of D@(F) into 
E(F) is a homotopy equivalence, by [Z, p. 211 and [8, Theorem 111.21, h is fibre 
homotopy equivalent to the projection of a fibre bundle, which is unique up to 
bundle isomorphism. The total space E of such a bundle is a K( rr, 1).space, and 
x(E) = x(B)x(F) 3 0. 
Let c: M + E be the classifying map for the fundamental group. Then c is 
2-connected, and so H*( c; Z/22) is injective. Since x(E) =x(M) it follows that 
H*( c; Z/22) is an isomorphism, and since x(E) 3 0 it follows that H*( E; Z/22) f 
0. The nondegeneracy of Poincare duality now implies that H4(c; Z/22) # 0, and 
so c is a Z/22-(co)homology equivalence. Consequently c*w,(E) = w,(M), by the 
Wu formula. Thus in order to show that c is a homotopy equivalence we may assume 
that E and M are both orientable and that c has odd degree. Equality of the Euler 
characteristics now implies that c is a Q-(co)homology equivalence, and the result 
follows from [ 11, Theorem 7 of Chapter 31. (In brief, the Universal Coefficient 
spectral sequence and equivariant Poincare duality together with the fact that 
H”(rr;Z[7r])=O for ss3 imply that H,(A?;Z)=O for qf0 or 2 and that H= 
Ii&; 2) is isomorphic to Horn =trrl( H, Z[ n]) as a left Z[ r]-module, and hence 
is Z-torsion free. Since c induces a Q-homology isomorphism from M to E the 
“surgery kernel” H2( Q)= H&Q is stably free, of rank ,y(.!!!)-x(E)=0 (cf. 
[26, Lemma 2.31). Hence it is 0, by Kaplansky’s Lemma, so H = 0 and M is 
aspherical.) 
If x(B) < 0 then B admits a complete riemannian metric of constant curvature 
- 1. Moreover the only virtually poly-2 subgroups of v,(B) are 1 and 2. If G is 
the preimage in m of such a subgroup then G is either ?r,( F) or is the group of a 
Haken 3-manifold. It follows easily that for any n a0 the group G X 2” is in 
Waldhausen’s class CI and so I@(G x 2”) = 0 ([25, Section 19]-cf. [22, Lemma 
1.11). Therefore any such G is K-tint and so the bundle is admissible, in the 
terminology of 149. Hence wh( n) = 0 by the main result of that paper. If’ x(B) = 
x(F) =0 then rr is poly-2 and so wh( V) = 0 by [3]. Cl 
The argument of the first paragraph implies also that every extension r of n,(B) 
by +rrl(F) is realizable by some surface bundle. 
An unpublished result of Farrell and Jones implies that the argument of [43 can 
be modified to cover the cases when x(B) = 0 and x(F) <O also. Since surface 
groups are generalized free products of free groups, amalgamated over cyclic sub- 
groups, an extension of one surface group by another is a generalized free product 
of groups with wh = 0, amalgamated over the group of a surface bundle over the 
circle. If we knew that the group rings of such 3-manifold groups were coherent 
(i.e. that kernels of homomorphisms betwe resentable modules over sue 
rings are finitely presentable) t (ap) was alw2:is “3 u:lqg 
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only [25] and not [4]. (Note that 3-manifold groups are coherent as groups, i.e. 
finitely generated subgroups are finiteiy presenMk) 
In the following lemma we shall use the more usual notation G3 for E( S2) and 
SG3 for the submonoid of degree 1 maps, i.e. the connected component of ids’ in 
G3. The connected component of ids’ in &( S2) may be identified with the double 
loop space 02S2. 
Lemma 2. Let X be a jinite 2-dimensional complex. Then the maps from [X; B0(3)] - 
to [X; BGJ and from [X ; BSO(3)] to [X; BE (RP’)] induced by the inclusions of 
O(3) into G3 and SO(3) into E(RP’) are surjective. 
Proof. It shall suffice to prove that the maps from O(3) to G3 and from SO(3) to 
E (RP’) are bijective on components and induce isomorphisms on rl, for then the 
corresponding maps between the classifying spaces are 2-connected. As the degree 
map from G3 to (*I} is bijective on components and E (RP’) is connected [191 we 
need only check the condition on wl. The inclusion of SO(3) into SGJ gives a map 
between the evaluation fibrations of these spaces over S2. The map of fibres from 
SO(2) to R2S2 induces an isomorphism on vi. On comparing the exact sequences 
of homotopy for these fibrations we see that the map from SO(3) to SG3 also induces 
an isomorphism on vl. 
In the RP’ case we may use obstruction theory to show that IQ-,(E~(RP’)) and 
P,( EO( RP’)) are each of order 2. Suppose that there were a homotopy fi through 
self maps of RP2 with f0 = f, = id Rp’ and such that the loop fi(*) is essential, where 
* is a basepoint. Let F be the map from RP’ x S’ to RP2 determined by F( p, t) = 
f,(p), and let a and p be the generators of H’(RP2;Z/2Z) and H’(S’; Z/22) 
respectively. Then F*a = a@l+l@p and so (F*a)‘=a’@ which is nonzero, 
contradicting a 3 =O. Thus there can be no such homotopy, and so the map from 
7r1( E( RP2)) to ‘IT,( RP’) induced by the evaluation map must be trivial. It then 
follows from the exact sequence of homotopy for this evaluation map that the order 
of 7rl( E( RP2)) is at most 2. As the composite of the maps on 7rl induced by the 
inclusions SO(3) c E (RP’) c SG3 is an isomorpllism of groups of order 2 the first 
map must also be an isomotphism. 13 
Theorem 3. Let M be a closed4-manifold and B a closed aspherical surface. Then M 
is simple homotopy equivalent to the total space of an S2-bundle over B if and only if 
?r,(M)s?r,(B) andx(M)=2x(B). 
Proof. The conditions are clearly necessary. Suppose that they hold. Let h be a 
map from M to B which induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups. We may 
assume that h is a Hurewicz fibration. The homotopy fibre of h is then fi, the 
universal covering space of M. Once we have shown that fi is homotopy equivalent 
to S” Lemma 2 implies that h is fibre homotopy equivalent o an S2-bundle over 
B, and every homotopy equivalence from to the total space of such a bundle is 
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simple as wh( ?r) = 0. After passing to 2-fold covering spaces if necessary, we may 
assume that Fv~ is oikritabk. 
Let m = W,(M) and r = Z[=]. S’ once w is a surface group it has a presentation 
with 2 -x(B) generators and one relator, and there is a free resolution O+ r + 
r 2-X(B)+ r + 2 + 0. The ring r has global dimension 3 and e9Z = 0 if q # 2 and 
e*Z = Z. Moreover r is coherent and &(r) = wh( ?r) = 0 [ZS, Section 191. Poincare 
duality and the Universal Coefficient spectral sequence together imply that 
Hj( 6; 2) = 0 if j # 0 or 2. If we let n = 7r2( M) = H,(A?; Z), then we also have 
e9fl = 0 if q # 0 or 2, e*n = 2 and there is an exact sequence O-, 2 (= e*Z) + n + 
eon + 0. Since r is coherent, has global dimension 3 and ko(T) = 0 there is a finite 
free resolution O+ r” + rb + r’ + n + 0. (The resolution has length at most 2 since 
e3n = 0.) On dualizing by means of the functor e”(-) = Hom,(-, r) we obtain a 
sequence 0 + eon + r’ + Th + r” + 2 (= e*n) + 0, which is exact since e’n = 0. On 
comparing this with the resolution of 2 given earlier and invoking Schanuel’s lemma 
we see that eon@ rb+* = r”+c+2-*( B), and so eon is a stably free left r-module. 
Therefore n = 20 eon 
Schanuel’s lemma also implies that the submodule of l-boundaries B, is projective 
and hence that so is the submodule of 2-cycles 2,. Thus there are projective 
resolutions O+B,+C,+Co+Z+O and 0+C,+C3@eo~+Z2+Z+0~ On com- 
paring these with the free resolution given earlier and invo ng Schanuel’s lemma 
again we obtain C&r 2-x(B)@z2=r@c3@eon@r and B,er*-x(%co=rO 
Cl 0 r, and hence 
Since x(M) = 2x(8 j it foiiows that Co@ C20 C4S r4-2x(B) and Ct 0 C3@ r4 are 
free modules of the same rank. Therefore e”IT = 0 by Kaplansky’s Lemma and so 
I7 = Z. Thus fi is homotopy equivalent to S*. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. •I 
In 1163 it is shown that the number of diffeomorphism classes of closed smooth 
4-manifolds which are total spaces of S*-bundles over a closed surface B is 2 if 
B = S*, 4 if B = RP* or if B is orientable and x(B) G 0, 6 if B is the Klein bottle K 
and 8 if B is nonorientable and x(B) < 0. 
Theorem 4. Let M be a closed 4-manifold and B a closed aspherical surface. ?%en 
is simple homotopy equivalent to the total space of an RP*=bundle over B if and only 
if ?r,( M) = T,(B) x (Z/22) and x(M) =x(B). 
roof. If M is the total space of an RR*-bundle over B, with projection p, then 
x(M) = x(B) and the long exact sequence of homoto short exact seque*ce 
1+2/2Z+v,(M) +7~~(B)+l. Since the fibre has a 
) = w,( RP’), wherej: ChSiO 
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of B, and so w,(M) considered as a homomorphism from n,(M) to Z/22 splits 
the injection j,. I’herefore rrl(M)= T,(B) x (Z/22) and so the conditions are 
necessary, as they are clearly invariant under homotopy. 
Suppose that they hold, and let w: m,(M) + Z/22 be the projection onto the 
Z/22 factor. Then the covering space associated with the kernel of w satisfies the 
hypotheses of Theorem 3 and so A9? is homotopy equivalent o S’. Therefore the 
homotopy fibre of the map h from M to B inducing the projection of n,(M) onto 
nI( B) is homotopy equivalent o RP’. As in Theorem 3 it follows from Lemma 2 
that h is fibre homotopy equivalent o the projection of an RP*-bundle over B. 
There is a Cartesian square expressing T[2/2Z] = Z[ 7r x (Z/22)] as the pullback 
of the reduction of coefficients map from f to lJ = l72r = Z/2Z[ 773 over itself. 
(The two maps from r[Z/2Z] to r send the generator of Z/22 to +1 and -1 
respectively.) The Mayer-Vietoris sequence for algebraic K-theory traps 
K,( r[Z/2Z]) between Kz( r?) and K,(r)’ (cf. [ 18, Theorem 6.41). Now since 
c. d. m = 2 the higher K-theory of R[ V] can be computed in terms of the homology 
of r with coefficients in the K-theory of R (cf. the Corollary to Theorem 5 of the 
introduction of [25]). In particular, the map from K,(F) to K&) is onto, while 
K,(r)= &(Z)@(W/?~‘) and K,(T,) = n/n’. It now follows easily that 
K,(r[Z/2Z]) is generated by the images of K,(Z) = (*I) and ?T x (Z/22), and so 
m( ?T x (Z/2Z)) = 0. Therefore the homotopy equivalence is simple. 0 
Theorem 5. Let M be a closed 4-manifold and F a closed surface. Then M is homotopy 
equivalent to the total space of an F-bundle over S* if and only if x( M) = 2x(F) and 
(a) (when x(F) < 0) th ere is a map p : M + F inducing an isomorphism nl( M) = 
W,(F) andp*w(F)=w(M); or 
(b) (when F= T) T,(M)=Z’ and w(M)= 1, or n,(M)=Z@(Z/nZ) for some 
n>O and9 if n -1 or2, w,(M)-0; or 
(c) (when F=K) P&M)~Z~, W;(M)+0 and w2(Mj=0, or T,(M) has a 
presentation (x, y 1 _~xy-’ = x-‘, y’” = 1) for some n>O, where w,(M)(x) =0 and 
w,(M)(y) = 1, and there is a map p : M + S’ which induces an epimorphism on 7r3; or 
(d) (when F=S’) m,(M)=1 and theindexo(lul)=O; or 
(e) (wjjen F = RP’) IT,(M) = Z/22, w,(M) f 0, w?(M) # 0 and there is a class u 
in H’( M; Z) which generates an injinite cyclic direct summand and has square 0. 
PEWD~. Let E be the total space of such a bund!e. Then x(E) = 2x(F) and Zi(E) 
is the quotient of w,(F) by the image of n2( S”) under the connecting homomorphism 
a of the long exact sequence of homotopy, which lies in the centre of nl( F) [9, 
p% 511. The characteristic classes of E restrict to the characteristic classes of the 
fibre, as it has a product neighbourhood. As the base is l-connected E is orientable 
if and only if the fibre is orientable. Thus the conditions on x, 7~~ and wl are all 
necessary. We shall treat the other assertions case by case. 
(a) If x(F) < 0 then the component of the identity in Dij’( F) is contractibie [2, 
p* 211 and so any Fbundfe over S’ is trivial. Thus the conditions are necessary. 
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Conversely if they hold then p is fibre homotopy equivalent o the projection of an 
S*-bundle over F, by Theorem 3. The conditions on the Stiefel-Whitney classes 
then imply that the bundle must be trivial, by [ 16, Lemma 11, and so &f is homotopy 
equivalent o S’ x F. 
(b) If a = 0 there is a map q : E + T which induces an isomorphism of fundamental 
groups, and the map (p, q): E + S* x T is clearly a homotopy equivalence, so 
w(E) = 1. Conversely, if x( M) = 0, 7r,( M) = 2* and w(M) = 1 then M is homotopy 
equivalent o S* x T, by Theorem 3 and [la, Lemma 11. 
If x( M ) = 0 and wcTI ( M) s 2 0 (Z/ n2) for some n f 0 then the universal covering 
space fi is homotopy equivalent to S3, and so M is homotopy equivalent o a 
bundle over S’ with fibre a lens-space L. (Cf. Theorem 1 of Chapter 4 of [ 111.) The 
monodromy of this bundle induces the identity on 7r1( L) = Z/n2 and so is isotopic 
to idL, if n > 2 [ 13, Theorem 5.61. This is also true if n = 1 or 2 and M is orientable. 
Therefore M is homotopy equivalent o L x S’, which fibres over S* via the composi- 
tion of the projection onto L with the Hopf fibration of L over S*. (Hence w(M) = 1 
in these cases also.) 
(c) As in part (b), if E is the total space of such a bundle and ?r,( E) = 2’ G 2 = 
‘TT,( K) then E is homotopy equivalent o S” x K and so w,(E) # 0 while w2( E) = 0, 
and conversely if x(M) = 0, q,(M) = 7rTTI ( K ), M is nonorientable and w2( M) = 0 
then M is homotopy equivalent o S’ x K. Suppose now that 8 # 0. If p : E + S* is 
a bundle projection then 7r3( p) is an epimorphism. Conversely, if M satisfies these 
conditions and q : M ++ M is the orientation double cover then M’ satisfies the 
hypotheses of part (b), and so fi is homotopy equivalent o S3. Therefore as 7r3( p) 
is onto the composition of the projection of fi onto with p is essentially the 
Hopf map, and so induces isomorphisms on all high omotopy groups. Hence 
the homotopy fibre of p is aspherical. As 7r2( M) = 0 the fundamental group of the 
homotopy fibre is a (torsion free) infinite cyclic extension of 7r,( M), and so the 
homotopy fibre must be K. As in Theorem 1 the map p is fibre homotopy equivalent 
to a bundle projection. 
(d) There are just two S-bundles over S*, with total spaces S* x S* and S* G S* = 
CP’#-CP2 respectively. Thus the conditions are necessary. If M satisfies these 
conditions then H’(M; 2) = 2’ and there is an element u in H’(M; 2) which 
generates an infin cyclic direct summand and has square u u u = 0. Thus u =f”& 
for some map f: + S’, where i2 generates k?*( S’; Z), by [21, Theorem 8.4.11]. 
Since 21 generates a Airert cllmmsnd there is za hnmnlogy class z in H2( M; Z) su _ _mS_v_ y.w”““~“~, -1-v-w - -a----_- 
that (u, z) = 1, and therefore (by the Hurewicz theorem) there is a map 2 : S*+ 
such that fi is homotopic to ids 2 The homotopy fibre off is l-connected and has . 
v2 = 2, by the long exact sequence of homotopy. It then follows easily from the 
Serre sp_ _____ ertra 1 czen,l~e~~ce f*Gr f that the honotcpy ~=,!xc ht;is the bmoiogy Of S*. 
Therefore f is fibre homotopy equivalent o the projection of an S*-bundle over S*. 
(e) Since 7r,(D$(RP)) = Z/22 [2, p. 211 there a P2-bundles ever S*. 
Again the conditions are clearly necessary. If they = g*h for sme map 
g:M-,S’and the ho j ilbre of g may B2. Pt f&P 3 a* -n 
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Theorem 4 that g is fibre homotopy equivalent o the projection of an RP2-bundle 
over S2. Cl 
Theorems 1, 3 and 4 may each be rephrased as giving criteria for maps from 
to B to be fibre homotopy equivalent to fibre bundle projections. With the hypotheses 
of Theorem 5 (and assuming also that nl( M) s Z2 or 2 G 2 if x(M) = 0) we may 
conclude that a map f from 1M to S2 is fibre homotopy equivalent o a fibre bundle 
projection if and only if f*i2 generates an infinite cyclic direct summand of 
H2( M; 2). 
Is it possible to give a criterion for the second case of part (c) which does not 
refer to 1~f? 
We may use the classification of total spaces of S’-bundles over surfaces of 1161 
to give examples to show that the conditions on the Stiefel- Whitney classes are 
independent of the other conditions when tr,( M) = R,(F). Note also that the 
nonorientable S3- and RP3-bundles over S’ are not T-bundles over S2, while 
a(CP”# CP’) # 0. Is the condition on the class u needed in part (e)? 
The total space E of an F-bundle over RP* satisfies parallel conditions on x, ml 
and w. It is easy to show that a 4-manifold satisfying these conditions has a 2-fold 
cover which is homotopy equivalent o the total space of an F-bundle over S’, but 
it is not clear how to find a Z/2Z_equivariant homotopy equivalence. 
2. Surgery 
In this section we shall consider the problem of wh,-n the homotopy type deter- 
mines the homeomorphism type. We shall make frequent use of the Mayer-Vietoris 
sequences for L-groups of [l]. 
Lemma 6. Let E be the total space of an F-bundle over B where B and F are closed 
aspherical surfaces, and let TT = ?I,( E ) and w = wl( E). Then the surgery obstruction 
maps 0,: [E; G/TOP] + Li( err, w) and a5 : ! E x I, a; G/TOP] + Ls(n, w) are both ._ 
isomorphisms. 
Proof. The surgery obstruction maps may be identified with a natural transformation 
from the L,-homology theory to L-theory. Since E is aspherical and 7r is a square 
root closed generalized free product with amalgamation of groups in Waldhausen’s 
class CI the lemma follows on comparison of the Mayer-Vietoris sequences for the 
two theories, as in [22, Proposition 2.61. (In the nonorientabie case we must use 
w-twisted L,-homology. Note that even when x(B) = 0 the groups arising in inter- 
mediate stages of the argument all have trivial Whitehead groups.) m 
Theorem 7. Let M be a closed $-manifold which is simple homotopy equivalent to the 
total space E of an F-bundle over B where B and F are closed aspherical surfaces. 
T&en M is toaologically s-cobordant to E, 
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Proof. Suppose that f: A4 + E is a simple homotopy equivalence. By Lemma 6 the 
map g4 is injective, so there is a normal cobordism F: N + E x I with F( 8-N =f 
and F(a+N = id E, and us is surjective, so there is another normal cobordism 
F' : IV’-, E x I from idE to itself with c~g( IV’, F’) = -q( N, F). The union of these 
two normal cobordisms along a+N = &_N’ is a normal cobordism from f to idE with 
surgery obstruction 0, and so we may obtain an s-cobordism by 5dimensional 
surgery (rel a). 0 
Likewise we may show that if f: M + E is a (simple) homotopy equivalence 
between closed 4-manifolds with free fundamental group and with &( M; Z/22) = 
&( E; B/28) = 0, then M and E are s-cobordant, using the next lemma instead of 
Lemma 6. 
Lemma 8. Let M be a closed 4-manifold such that n = n,(M) is free or is a surface 
group, and let w = w,(M). T;hen the surgery obstruction maps a4 : [ 
L4(12; w) and o,: [M x I, a; G/TOP] + L&r, w) are both onto. 
Proof. Since c. d. r s 2 the homomorphism c* : HJM; D)+ H.&q D) induced by 
the map c classifying 7r is onto for any local coefficient module D. Since wh( n) = 0 
and 7r is a generalized free product of free groups with amalgamation along a square 
root closed subgroup we may invoke [l] and a comparison of Mayer-Vietoris 
sequences again gives an isomorphism from H.J 7~; L,“) to L.&T, w). We may now 
apply Formula 1.10 of [lo] to compute the surgery obstruction. (This formula 
involves localization at 2. However the low dimensional characteristic classes needed 
for this lemma are integral.) Cl 
When 7~ is a surface group w need not be the canonical orientation character. If 
7r is the group of a finite graph of groups, all of whose vertex groups are infinite 
cyclic, then c . d. w 6 2, wh( 7r) = 0 and we may use [23] instead of [l] to prove a 
similar result for 4-manifolds with group g. 
When M is orientable and there is a basis { y, , . . . , yd} for c M; S’] = H ‘( 7~; 2) = 
Hom( n, 2) such that the induced map from L5( 7r) to L,(Z)” = Zd is an isomorphism 
there is a direct argument hat L5( T) acts trivially on rSTOP( E) which uses only the 
existence of the E,-manifold. (See Lemma 1 of Chapter 8 of [ 1 a] for the case when 
?r=Z) 
Suppose now that f: M + E is a (simple) homotopy equivalence between closed 
4-manifolds where E is the total space of an S*-bundle over an aspherical base B. 
Then x(E) =2x(B) so H*( E; P/2B) = (B/2Z)* and hence [E; G/TOP] 32 Z@ 
(Z/22)* if E is orientable and [E; G/TOP] = (Z/22)” otherwise. The L-groups 
array be computed readilv by means of [i], and Lemma 8 then implies that in all * 
cases the kernel of o4 has order 2. ’ 
Although we do not know that s rgery sequences are always exact in this 
dimension, we can conclude that there are at most 2 normal cobordis 
homotopy equivalences. e j~c~~s~o~ cf a re. Then 
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of the normal bundle of E over p is trivial. Moreover ar = p$$ generates X,(E) = 
Z/22. (Here q is the Hopf map from S3 to Sz and ST is its suspension.) Let 
$,:E+E be the composite of a map s: E + E v S4 obtained by shrinking the 
boundary of a 4~11 in E with (idE, a) : E v S4 + E. Then fa is a (tangential) self 
. 
bOXl&lpj ~~isiVi3l~il~ik 15 iinc fiormal invariant OCJ~ nontrivial? In particular, is the 
Poincare dual of the image of this normal invariant in [E’“‘; G/TOP] s 
H2(E; Z/22) equal to p*[S’], which is nonzero in Hz( E; Z/22)? As in ariy case 
us is surjective by Lemma 8, we may show that there are at most 2 s-cobordism 
classes of homotopy equivalences, by 5-dimensional surgery. 
‘L‘he 4-dimensional disc theorem has only been established thus far over elementary 
amenable groups [7]. This is the smallest class of groups which contains all finite 
groups and 2 and which is closed under extension and increasing union. In 
particular, such groups do not have noncyclic free subgroups. Therefore if E is the 
total space of a surface bundle and r,(E) is elementary amenable and torsion free 
it is either E, 2, Z’, Z G Z or poly-Z of Hirsch length 4. If M is homotopy equivalent 
to E = S2 G S’= Cf ‘# - CP’ then it is homeomorphic to E or to C%# - C’P’ [6, 
Theorem IS]. We shall show that in most of the other poly-Z cases E is determined 
up to homeon%xphism by its homotopy type. As this is known for E = S2 x S2 [d] 
we may suppose that x(E) = 0. 
Corollary. Let M be a closed 4-mani@d with x( M j = 0 and n,( M j a torsion free 
virtually poly-Z group. Then M is determined up to homeomorphism byq(M) and 
w,(M) ifdW is by w,(M): w( M j and the image of a normal invariant in a 
group of order at most 2 if tr,( M) is Z’ or Z G H, and by R,(M) alone otherwise. 
Proof. The Euler characteristic of a l-connected 4-manifold is at least 2, so we may 
assume that v = ?T,( M) is Z, Z’, Z G Z or has Hirsch length greater than 2. In all 
cases W?r( ar) = 0 [3] and Mimensional s-cobordisms are Romeomorphic to products 
[7]. If V = Z then M is homotopy equivalent o an S3-bundle over S’ (cf. Theorem 
1 of Chapter 4 of [ 1 l]), and so is s-cobordant o either S’ x S3 (if orientable) or to 
S’ G S3 (if nonorientable) by the remark following Theorem 7. If 7~ is z2 or B GH 
then M is homotopy equivalent o the total space E of an S2-bundle over T or K, 
by Theorem 3. The space E is determined among such spaces by w(E) [ 161, and 
as observed above there are at most 2 s-cobordism classes of homotopy equivalences 
with range E. In the remaining cases M must be aspherical by Theorem 3 of Chapter 
3 of [ 111, and the assertion follows from [26, Theorem lSB.11 in the poly-Z case 
and from [5, Corollary B] in general. 0 
The cases of S’ x S3 and S’ x S’ x S” were treated in [7] and [ 15) respectively. 
In [ 121 we shall show that if M is a closed 4-manifold with ,y( 1M) = 0 and rl( M) 
a torsion free elementary amenable group ther nl( M) is either Z or is virtually 
poly-Z (of Hirsch length 4) or is an ascending HNN extension Zs with a presentation 
(a, t 1 tat‘ ’ = a”> for some nonzero integer e’. The remark following .Lemma 8can be 
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used to show that for the latter 4-manifolds homotopy equivalence again implies 
homeomorphism, provided n is even. When n is odd there is again an ambiguity 
of order at most 2. (However it is not clear how to determine the homotopy type 
algebraically, except when n = f 1.) 
The situation is quite different when rr has torsion. For instance, wh(Z@ 
(Z/22)) = 0 [15, p. 4231 and L,(ZO(Z/2Z), +) = Z* by [26, Theorem 13A.81. It 
follows easily that STop(S’ x RP3) is infinite. As the group of self homotopy 
equivalences of S’ x RP3 is finite there must be infinitely many distinct manifolds 
of this homotopy type. 
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